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A NEW RADIO PRINTER.
HOW FOREIGN NEWS IS CONVEYED.
In the electric telegraph childhood meant the Morse alphabet introducing a major achievement. As is known,
represented in this alphabet letters of two elements, the short and the long tone pulse. Such an alphabet is
easy to read and also to intercept. At higher telegraphing speeds required a rather large routine of the staff.
The preference for machine translation of the letters to the Telegraph league printer. When a key is
depressed, the emitted electric character combination corresponding to the letter on the key.
Figure 1. Splitting of the image field with the letter E.
Figure 2. Pulse sequence for the letter E.
A similar machine receives the character and press the letter on a paper strip. For technical reasons it is not
appropriate in remote typewriter use Morse Code, whose characters are of different lengths, without using an
alphabet, which is composed of character combinations, obtained by variation of five equal parts. By sending
the signal in any of these components, one can obtain a fairly large number (around 30) combinations.
Teleprinter is in operational terms very favorable and have therefore received widespread within wire
telegraphy. When radio began in earnest to break through, they believed, that the wireless transmission would
completely crowd out the more expensive wire connections. This assumption proved to be only partially
correct. A wired connection is more secure, less prone to interference and therefore of higher quality. The
wireless transmission is, however, in a particular case wire connection is superior, namely when a single
message to be transferred to a large number of places. One example of this is round the radio, another
newspaper's news coverage.
Some of the major news agencies began already in the early stages using radio broadcast of news, which then
were sent in Morse. This system, however, required specially trained staff and constant, careful monitoring.
Hereby were operating costs high, and there was, therefore, if for something cheaper systems. Dial
Typewriter, based on the 5 alphabet, however, is not suitable for radio use. On transfer to occur namely very
often shocks, which are not dangerous at hearing center, then telegraph to discern the signs through the
interference.
Hearing sense has a very high ability to differentiate also quite similar voices from each other and also to
suppress extraneous sounds. Teleprinters has not this ability. It is instead relatively sensitive to disturbance,
and these have a serious impact. It is only necessary that one of the five parts of the letter mutilated, to
remote typewriter to transcribe a different letter than the one intended. A radio intended printing apparatus
must therefore be constructed such that the sensitivity to disturbances significantly reduced. Several
constructions have emerged over the years, but only one has gained practical importance, namely Siemens ‐
Hell‐ printer. This device came into the market as recently as 1933 but has already been widely used for news
gathering and field use.
Figure 3. Siemens ‐ Hell‐ transmitters.
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the transmitter.

The device operates as a kind of simplified view telegraph. It divides the field of view, to be transferred, in a
large number of small fields (Fig. 1). Field traversed starting at the upper left corner from the top down, ie you
"cut" down the image field with accompanying letter of 12 strips, laid out in a row. The posted sign will get the
form, set out in Figure 2. A character is thus a very complicated thing, and the image field is transferred very
carefully, because the division is far‐reaching (the number of pixels is about 100). Would a disorder of one kind
or another cause a distortion, add a point or pull away from a point, so plays no role : you can still fully
interpret the character. If an E is distorted to an F, the signals 5, 8, 11, 14, 16, 18 and 20 lapse (cf. Figure 1),
which is practically impossible. The system is thus relatively insensitive to interference, enabling its use as a
teleprinter for radio messages.
Figure 5. Cam for the letter E.
Sender appearance and principal structure evident from Figures 3 and 4. On a motor‐driven shaft sit 48 cams,
which correspond to letters, numbers and characters. The boards are cut to one for each character special
way. Image 5 shows the cam disc for the letter E, which can be compared with figures 1 and 2. Character
broadcast signal proceeds in the following way: When a key is depressed, the lever is brought into contact with
the corresponding cam disc, and by its means provided contact between a pair of contact springs. At this
touch, which stays in line with the cam cutouts, closes a circuit which affect a radio transmitter. A sender is
provided with a keyboard as that used in a normal typewriter. For a character not be able to begin to be
distributed, before retransmission of a previous completed, locked keyboard, while a character was sent. Thus,
one cannot write at a faster pace than corresponds to the axis of rotation, 2.5 characters per second.
However, there is also another type of sender, at a rate of 5 characters per sec. When using this one must be
the first in a special apparatus bearing down text on a paper strip by punching some hole combinations. The
strip is then run through the sender.
Figure 6. Siemens ‐ Hell‐ printer with radio receivers.
Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the printer.
Figure 8. Written test for different reception conditions.
The recipient or the printer shall convert the transmitter generated impulse series of letters. The printer
whose outer shown in Figure 6, contains a magnet system with winding for receiving power impulses, an
electric motor for operating the write coil and strip of paper and different relay devices. The device shown in
Figure 7, in which however omitted the stamp‐ink soaked felt ‐ roll, which is mounted above the write coil. The
through a radio incoming and amplified current pulses affect the magnet, wherein the paper strip is pressed
against write coil, which rotates at about 60 revolutions per sec. When the armature is attracted, the screw
touches the paper at two points, which on rotation of the screw moves in the axial direction.
When the screw is soaked with ink, draw it then lines across the strip. When this moves slowly forward,
drawing the screw one line after another, in other words draw the image field line by line in the same way that
the split occurred before shipment.
Because magnesium the armature pulses in time with the pulses of the transmitter shown, obtained an image
of the letter, which impulses correspond.
Figure 9. Interior view of the reception room of the News Agency.
The recipient or the printer shall convert the transmitter generated impulse series of letters. The printer
whose outer shown in Figure 6, contains a magnet system with winding for receiving power impulses, an
electric motor for operating the write coil and strip of paper and different relay devices. The device shown in
Figure 7, in which us however omitted the stamp‐ink soaked felt ‐ roll, which is mounted above the write coil.

The through a radio incoming and amplified current pulses affect the magnet, wherein the paper strip is
pressed against write coil, which rotates at about 60 revolutions per sec. When the armature is attracted, the
screw touches the paper at two points, which on rotation of the screw moves in the axial direction.
When the screw is soaked with ink, draw it then lines across the strip. When this moves slowly forward,
drawing the screw one line after another, in other words draw the image field line by line in the same way that
the split occurred before shipment. Because the magnet’s armature pulses with the pulses of the transmitter
shown, an image of the letter is obtained, which impulses correspond.
Figure 9. Interior view of the reception room of the News Agency.
Write spiral touches the paper at two points, so that the writing becomes double. This is advantageous when a
difference in speed occurs between the transmitter and receiver engines. In such an event, namely the writing
to wander diagonally up or diagonally downwards. Through the scriptures are double maintained however
readability (Fig. 8). Motor speed can be easily controlled, but it is a technically advantageous to the engines at
the transmitter and receiver not having to go synchronously.
The printers are equipped with automatic start and stop controls. Each broadcast begins with a long,
uninterrupted signal. This affects a thermal relay in the printer, so the engine is started. A corresponding signal
ends the transmission, whereby the relay again affected and the engine stopped. The reception is thereby fully
automatic.
As mentioned, have printers of this type with the use of the international news agency. The major news
agencies, Reuters in London, Agence Havas in Paris and Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro in Berlin, sent after a
certain schedule, usually every half hour, per radio news for Hell‐ printers at certain wavelengths between
2000 and 7000 m News Agency (TT) in Stockholm, who regularly occupy the three aforementioned agencies
broadcasts and to some extent even the Polish, Czechoslovakian and Italian telegram offices wireless services,
acquired its first device of this kind in 1934. Over the recent years, the TT's system repeatedly expanded and
modernized. TT has its premises immediately adjacent Tegelbacken. The many intersecting tram routes at this
location and nearby mechanical devices cause strong local interference. To reduce these three have good
antennae with disabilities protected down pipes in order restored. Radios and printers are placed in a room
fully lined with wire mesh (Fig. 9).
For each transmitting station is a radio receiver of modern type and a printer. A mother and three older
receivers serve as backup devices. Through a special management system, a secondary printer, placed on a
special table, easily connected to an arbitrary location. The different radio units can be connected to any of the
three antennas. All these measures have been taken to prevent, to an upcoming error causes a malfunction.
When the devices start and stop automatically, could no messages lost, even if monitoring is missing. Such are,
however, other reasons. The press has indeed always in a hurry. Before the strip is dry, it must be promoted to
translation and editing.
Hell‐ printers and the modern radios are fed from the lighting grid, 220 V DC. The older radios are fed partly
from accumulators.
The plant usually works impeccably with the exception of the broadcasts from Agence Havas in the summers.
The French radio transmitter field strength in Stockholm is namely so low, that the clinic during the summer is
very difficult. However, this should soon be remedied.
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